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To: Distribution List

Subj: ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ENCROACHMENT MANAGEMENT ACTION TEAM

Ref: (a) MCBQ Encroachment Control Plan
Cb) MCO 3550.10
Cc) IICO 5090.2
Cd) OPNAVINST 3770.2L
Ce) MCO 1l011.23A
(f) USMC Installation Commanders’ Guide to Encroachment

Partnering

1. Situation. Marine Corps Base Quantico CMCBQ) is home to the
Marine Corps Combat Development Command (MCCDC), Training and
Education Command (TECOM), Marine Corps Systems Command (MARCORSYSCOM)
and numerous tenant organizations. There are three long-standing
pillars to the MCBQ mission:

a. Live-fire training; Professional Military Education (PME) and;
Center of Excellence for Combat Development and Integration (CDI)

b. Combat readiness is of the utmost importance to the United
States Marine Corps (USMC) . In order to achieve the highest levels of
readiness, rigorous and realistic training programs based on approved
training standards must be retained. Encroachment is a serious threat
to the readiness of the USMC. Continued population growth,
environmental regulations, and economic development around military
installations, operational ranges, and training areas can create
resource (land, air, water, frequency spectrum) uses that are
incompatible with current and future military testing, training and
general mission activities.

c. The Encroachment Control Plan (ECP) is the primary planning
document used to analyze mission constraints and identify solutions
and strategies to prevent, mitigate, and repair encroachment.
Supporting documents, such as local land use plans — Air Installation
Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ), Range Compatible Use Zone CRCUZ),
Regional Airspace Plan (RAP), Range Complex Management Plan (RCMP),
and compatible use studies Ce.g., Joint Land Use Study (JLUS)), and a
well thought—out Outreach and Engagement Strategy are critical to the
success of the Installation’s ‘Encroachment Management Plan (EMP)
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d. MCBQ’s ECP assesses encroachment issues affecting or
potentially affecting the Installation’s operational ranges, training
areas, and associated special use airspace and shall be updated
annually. Active encroachment management requires a plan with
strategies and management actions to prioritize the use of resources
and initiatives that provide the best opportunities for success.

2. Mission. This Order establishes the Encroachment Management
Action Team (EMAT) and spells out its responsibilities for planning,
prevention, and control of encroachment.

a. Encroachment, as discussed in this Order, refers to factors
that degrade or have the potential to degrade the capability of MCBQ
to provide adequate operational ranges, training areas, associated
special use airspace, sea space, frequency spectrum and other
locations within the white—space where MCBQ conducts current and plans
future military training, testing, and general mission activities.

b. White—space, as discussed in this Order, refers to the area
outside MCBQ and its Range Compatible Use Zones and Air Installations
Compatible Use Zones that, at any given time, is required to meet
current and future military mission needs and is not under the
management control of the military.

3. Execution

a. Commander’s Intent and Concept of Operations

(1) Commander’s Intent

(a) In accordance with the references, this Order stands
up the EMAT with its duties detailed below in Section 3 (2) of this
Order and establishes the Community Plans and Liaison Officer (CPLO),
MCBQ, as the primary proponent for all encroachment control matters.

(2) Concept of Operations

(a) The USMC ECP is under the direction of the Commander
MCINCR-MCBQ delegated to the CPLO and EMAT for execution. The EMAT
provides installation—wide management and prioritization for planning,
prevention, and control of encroachment on MCBQ operational ranges,
training areas, associated special use airspace, sea space, white—
space, frequency spectrum and other locations where the USMC conducts
current and plans future military testing, training and general
mission activities.
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(b) Per Section 3.a. (1) above, The MCBQ CPLO is the primary
proponent for all encroachment control matters inclusive of the EMAT.
The MCBQ EL4AT, inclusive of any EMAT sub—groups as designated, will
generally meet quarterly, with more frequent meetings as required.
Meetings will follow quarterly Environmental Impact Review Board meetings
when feasible. The EMAT will be responsible for:

1. Identifying/maintaining the current MCBQ and Marine
Corps Air Facility (MCAF) Quantico mission footprint.

2. Identifying/maintaining a current, comprehensive list
of encroachment threats to the combined MCBQ and MCAF Quantico mission
footprint -

3. Providing input on the MCBQ Encroachment Partnering
program.

4. Developing a comprehensive ECP that includes options,
recommendations, timelines and milestones for addressing encroachment
threats to the MCBQ military mission footprint.

5. Management/oversight of the ECP to ensure the plan’s
initiatives are achieved.

6. Establishing metrics of effectiveness of the MCBQ
encroachment program.

Cc) EMAT members are as follows:

1. CPLO-Chair.
2. Deputy, Range Mgmt- Branch, AC/s G—3.
3. Deputy, Natural Resources & Environmental Affairs and

Public Works Branch (PWE) Asset Mgmt. Section, AC/s G~Fk
4. OPS Officer, Ac/S G—6
5. Partnership Agreement Manager, AC/S C—7
6. PMO representative, Security Battalion (5—3)
7. Quantico Air Operations Officer, MCAF
8. community Engagement, COMMSTRAT,
9. Associate Counsel, Quantico Area Counsel Office

Cd) The EMAT will report its findings and recommendations to
the Commanding Officer for approval on an as-needed basis.

4. Coordinating Instructions

a. Comply with the intent and content of this Order. The terms
“shall,” “will,” and “must” as used in this Order are directive and
require compliance. Words such as “may” and “can” are advisory and do
not require compliance.
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b. Submit all recommendations concerning this Order to the MCSQ
C PLO.

5. Administration and Logistics

a. The Commanding Officer, MCINCR—MCBQ will administer the
requirements and ensure the accuracy, modification, and distribution of
this Order.

b. Requests for deviations from any of the provisions of this Order
must be submitted to the EMAT and Commanding Officer.

6. Command and Signal

a. Command. This Order is applicable to all members of MCBQ and
MCAF.

b. ~4gnal. This Order is effective the date signed.

W. C. BE L-E~iII

Distribution Statement A: Approved for public release
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